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American Street Philosophers
T HE BOOK OF BOOKS
    anecdotes from surviving
to understand and respond 
to the value of people
in the wealth of money.

“Rather than dismiss, 
relocate, complain
...the plight of poverty is a metaphor
for what our culture is becoming.”

T HE BOOK OF BOOKS  is a visiting,
an understanding, an appreciating
and ultimately a resolve for our dilemma
“...sobering and inspiring.” 

This, and more, from AMER IC AN STR EE T PHILOSOPHER S
is expanded in Americanstreetphilosophers.org.
and the ongoing 5-book series:

T HE SUCCE SS OF FAILUR E
 (a Kirkus Best Books of the year 2016)

W E’VE BEEN T HINKING.. .AND I T WORKS
KEEP ON,  KEEPING ON.. . .
T HEM I S  US
T HE ‘EL SEWHER E’  OF R I SING EQUALITY
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WE’VE BEEN THINKING...
AND IT WORKS

Steve Wilson and friends take readers deep into opportunities with humanity.
‘Must-knows’ to recycle human resourcefulness get up-close and lively— 

“All People Matter,” “I just want to be me.” 
“Trying to Figure Out,” “Positive Goals”   
“Curious Place and Non-place,” “...but if…” 
“It is Saturday,”  “Understanding Community Process”

 Individuals and communities, motivation and responsibility, dignity and love.

Downsize, outsource, foreclose, bankrupt, evict.
Stressed and squeezed in American economic traditions:
 ‘More than my share IS my share’  
‘I-win-you-lose.’

In today’s changing environment, visit sustainable Opportunity, Education. Healthcare.  
Money-speak politics, Markets, Retirement.  It’s a who why “sobering and inspiring” 
harvest from collateralized Them is Us.

Now is here and gifting unaffordable humanity is a successful catastrophe.

“Everything means something with plan and purpose. We can start with something  we can criticize 
later. Stay out of the way of curiosity. Let it run.” Ptery continues,   “Keeping diversity going is the 
‘truth’ of community. Brains are different; how they work  with their histories. When our gate opens 
and closes ideas come and go. When you help things happen comes kindness. Being kind brings 
happiness. Happiness brings unity.
“People are here because of failure. The success is community

Steve Wilson and Friends
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KEEPING ON…
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I

Dedicated to Dave, the very best big brother

and Molly, the very best little sister



Happiness is man’s greatest achievement; 
it is the response of his total personality  

to a productive orientation 
toward himself and the world outside.

Happiness is the criterion of excellence in the art of living…

Erich Fromm in MAN FOR HIMSELF





Occupy Opportunity
Now is Here, Tomorrow is Maybe
“…you come too.” 
“…once and future poverty?” 
Scene-setting roll call: 
“It’s Nobody’s Fault” 
For me, this project began
…the freedom to be responsible. 
Stories
Dignity Village, Inc. 
1.3 Acres West of  Pdx
Za Cat
The Miracle of  Rusty Nails
Attitudes and Perspective
They Come and Go
Stop, Look and Listen
“I’m Crazy…Trust Me…” 
A Solo Conversation
Rocky’s Poverty-Poetry Moment

Contents I



Later I talk with Victoria’s neighbor, Charles. His space tidies with an  
order that invokes the magical. His eclectic possessions includes a 
display of old National Geographic magazines. One with the lead story 
and cover photograph by me. We discover, then reminisce about a 
mutual friend with ties to Seattle’s African-
American community and the old LIFE 
magazine. Charles knew him in Seattle as 
‘Gordy’. I knew him in New York as Gordon 
Parks, revered photojournalist, author, 
composer and film director. “Yes, there is a 
story, a long story, a very, very long story…
sometime we’ll talk.” Charles reaches for 
his broom. Storying is set aside. “So much 
traffic, so much grit and dust, I sweep this 
section of road every few hours so we don’t 
breathe it.”

It’s morning in overcast Seattle. The concrete and 
asphalt of Seventh at Cherry and I-5 ramps are above, 
below, before, behind, and on both sides of me.

Six sides of concrete and asphalt.

“This is not  
a residential neighborhood.”
Victoria is housekeeping her 3´ ×  5´
‘cardboard condo’ home and storage.
She continues…
“…I can show you,
if you want to go.
It is dangerous, really dangerous.
The path is narrow
between concrete barrier
and speeding traffic.”

Close by is City Hall
more government
federal, county, local
departments, compartments
offices, banks
accomplishment, demolishment.

Sirens and squeal 
trouble and frustrations
orchestrate the random roar
of city in motion.

 24/7.







On corners flying signs
summarizing life.

In alleys leaving yellow puddles,
eating dumpster food.

On the street at night half alert
sleeping between cardboard,
clothes and whatever
pack, bag, shopping cart
maybe car or van,
…little money and no home.

Necessity pays attention,
sums experience,
wounds, breaks, destroys…
or creates
STREE T PHILOSOPHER S .

Ingredients are simple,
understandable, enforced.
Recipe your choice.
Come, share the collection
and the collecting:

Nutrition, Shelter,
 Welcome…

Occupy 
  Opportunity



Dean slips me these words
on a folded sheet of paper.

“It all started harmlessly enough,
at the age of four or five, I suppose.
The age when there’s nothing sinister
about a total stranger
dropping artificial vegetables
into your out-stretched pillow-case
while you coyly hide your identity.

“It’s ‘All Hallows Eve’
…and  YES, I’m talking about Candy Corn.
Just talking about it makes me weak.

“It’s nobody’s fault.

Parents didn’t know the danger
of the little triangles,
cleverly colored yellow, orange and white.
So real.
But better!

“In moderation
I was able to walk away.
Then I found myself
shamelessly trading
my best “fun size” candy bars –
Just to get a taste of the corn, Man.

“Friends, over the years. they knew!
They smelled the corn on my breath!
But you just can’t talk sense
to a user of the cob.”
     
“My name is Dean.
…and I eat Candy Corn.
“…it’s gonna be okay.”



While enjoying a chopped cabbage,
lettuce, celery and olive salad
in Tom and Dorothy ’s kitchen,
“…with a bit of horseradish?”
I query Tom about children in poverty.

“…once and future poverty?”
Yes. A future that looks
with eyes of apprehension
at uncertainty.
A home?
A bed?
Shoes and extra fries?
Life in the ‘hood’?
A friendly hand for the long walk?
…and those ten servings of vegetables?

“I’m not sure I can put it into words,
that sense of one’s humanity
in connection with someone else;
to be of use to people
with no need to protect
oneself against others.

“…kids…adjust…it’s troublesome
the momentum of the low income life style.
It’s hard to know
how the parental legacy will play out.

Having children is a hopeful response of the organism.

“You wonder. What’s going to happen
to kids raised on the street, in cars and camps?
With minimal shelter?
What’s their response to that parental legacy,
their no fixed abode?
Why shouldn’t their response be,
‘Get an infinite amount of stuff…’
Fairness!! Why?’
Where and how will be their contentment?



“…is it wonderment at new things?
To think the new.
To live the new.
To get up off all fours and look at the horizon?
…and what about friendship?
Can they truly access the supreme value of friendship,
lasting friendship in a perishing life?
If the Universe aims at richness
then the uniqueness of individuals is prime.

“And if we really pay attention
doesn’t that have something to do
with being friends
and the possibility of tenderness?
…extending to tenderness for the planet?

Isn’t it through our relationships with others,
our quest for continuity, for knowledge,
for friendship, for love?”

(Tom, a consummate artist,  
taught Art and Philosophy
in China and the US.
This discussion’s qualifications?
Father, grand-father and friend.)

“How does friendship happen?
…a choice without expectations?
…your own responsibility to be
the best person you know how to be
because if I’m of no use to myself
how can I be a friend to you?

“It’s the underlying duty of friendship, isn’t it,
…to maximize your humanity?
Being the most you can be
is tantamount to being a friend.

“I believe group organisms evolve with friendship:
development, richness, variety,
all shouldered by the group
because unique is unique.
That evolution of friendship
is greater, more important
than any things I could own or collect.”



For me, this project began
thirty-five years ago, inversely and vicariously; by which I mean I 
was a spectating participant at housing’s top, not bottom. We had 
funding to make Credit Card: Earth, a documentary on Man’s use of 
the planet…too much ‘Nature’ was becoming ‘natural resources’. We 
could ‘make a statement’. We interviewed dozens. Kristy Comstock, 
the nine-year old daughter of the mayor of Palo Alto, summarized 
and clarified:

“We have a house is as much bigger than we need, 
but we like it, and that’s the problem.”

I opened the film with that quote. Skip forward 
thirty years. I am doing a magazine series on 
small residential architecture: house boats, tree 
houses, gypsy wagons, etc. Jeff and Samara, my 
Oregon building and brewing local knowledge 
suggest I go to Portland’s Rebuilding Center.
“They know eco-conscious small home owner-
builders using recycled material.” I go. They know. 
And that afternoon I’m a couple hundred yards 
west of Portland International Airport.

On an acre of asphalt parking lot, squeezed 
between the city’s dusty composting facility, 
a jail, United Van Lines’ warehouses and 
Sunderland Avenue…a confusion of tarped 2×4 
and plywood 10´× 12´ “boxes” cuddle inside a 
chain link fence. A sign says, Dignity Village.

Tim, a Village co-founder, 
escorts and informs me 
as I photograph the 
embryonic architecture.



“Though not as eloquent as we think we are, 
we don’t blame mirrors for our ugly faces.”

“I don’t think of myself as the kind of person 
who must end a discussion with pepper spray.”

Stories
 in rain-blotched, coffee-stained  
  journeys in diaries, and poems on pads:
   hopes and hurts, dreams and disappointments,
    insecurities and honesty…
     summaries and understandings
      by and about street people,
       often with “more grace than pain.”





From the ‘upper-class homeless’ of Portland’s Dignity Village  
come “sobering and inspiring” solutions.



One afternoon
in Dignity Village:

The Miracle  
of Rusty Nails
Wordless thoughts
shuffle across wet asphalt,
body vacant, bent, defeated.
Life lost her.

With reason, or no reason,
what does it matter?
Bottom is bottom.

A stack of recycle lumber
infested with rusty nails -
“more metal than wood,” Jay grumbled;
slipping the claw of his hammer under a nail
…he gave her hand to the hammer.

All afternoon she pulled and twisted,
“making real lumber
for making real houses…”

“…real lumber,
real houses…”

Now evening comes
…with a smile.

Rusty nails
in 2 × 4s and 2 × 6s
gifting the pleasures
of self-esteem.

…I call it “The Miracle of Rusty Nails.”



Ben’s
summary sketch:

They Come and Go

They come in damaged
and they leave damaged.

They come in…
…and they leave.

This place works…

“Dignity Village
Membership Introductory”

“What we do is based on love and respect for ourselves 
and each other…  
We seek to create a green sustainable urban village for 
those who are seeking shelter but are unable to find it...
in a stable, sanitary environment free of violence, drugs, 
theft, disruption of peace, and alcohol, until they are able 
to access housing.

What do you want or expect from Dignity Village?
What can you contribute or give back to Dignity Village? 
To stay in Dignity, you must agree to, and follow  
our five basic rules:

1. No violence to yourselves or others
2. No theft
3. No alcohol, illegal drugs, or drug paraphernalia 

on-site or within a one-block radius
4. No constant disruptive behavior
5. Everyone must contribute to the operation and 

maintenance of the Village. A minimum of 10 
hours are required per week.”

Dignity Village 
Portland, OR 



…It’s not
how tough the times are;
it’s how you meet the challenge.



“It’s not harmless 
to not reason.”

Early foggy morning 
Ed G volunteers

A Solo Conversation
“People just cripple their way through life,
…over inflate self-importance,
feel the need
to hide from themselves,
fail to adapt
and hate us in the poor community
because we can adapt.

“Wear out your shoes
and then comes the truth.

“A rather long time ago
Darwin said, ‘adapt or die.’

“The more you have the more you want
and you stay unhappy because
there’s always more to want.
Hobble hobble…hobble hobble.

“Cripple, cripple
go around in a circle
baby-thrower.

“People have their problems
religion integrates them into society.

“Help is randomized.

“Party too hard
Lose the job
Drain the wallet
Panic
Booze and drug crutches
spiral down into homelessness.

“Belief systems
come and go:
in good times — work,
in bad times, ‘No, not you.’

“Belief systems’
verbal weapons
tear into people
crippling their way through life’s
eventual crash and burns.

“Life does not inevitably bite you in the ass.”



Poverty and poetry
so much history together,
step and stumble,
scholarship with homelessness
though all is not 4.0 — a cement mattress,
a dumpster breakfast and pee in a bucket.

Rocky’s Poverty-Poetry  
     Moment
Sometimes the homeless…Listen-up you 4.0s

Poverty-poetry words share life,
examine understandings
and summarize the essence.

Rocky wrestled community college algebra to the mat:
the sums of cubics and linears, binomials, quadratics.
…to the mat with ‘knowns and unknowns,
unknown knowns and known unknowns,’ 
“Was that Cheney or Rumsfeld?
Whichever, war crimes were committed,
whole families were killed.”

Pride quickens excitement:
“I got ‘A’, 4.0 and when the instructor asked,
‘What did we learn in his class?’
Most wrote about equations/solutions. I wrote,

“Heart and desire overcome age and homelessness.”







II



…man is ultimately self-determining. What he becomes —  
within the limits of endowment and environment —  

he has made out of himself.

…there may be such a thing 
as authobibliotherapy —  

healing through reading…

 Viktor E. Frankl in MAN’S SEARCH FOR MEANING
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WE’VE BEEN THINKING...
AND IT WORKS

Steve Wilson and friends take readers deep into opportunities with humanity.
‘Must-knows’ to recycle human resourcefulness get up-close and lively— 

“All People Matter,” “I just want to be me.” 
“Trying to Figure Out,” “Positive Goals”   
“Curious Place and Non-place,” “...but if…” 
“It is Saturday,”  “Understanding Community Process”

 Individuals and communities, motivation and responsibility, dignity and love.

Downsize, outsource, foreclose, bankrupt, evict.
Stressed and squeezed in American economic traditions:
 ‘More than my share IS my share’  
‘I-win-you-lose.’

In today’s changing environment, visit sustainable Opportunity, Education. Healthcare.  
Money-speak politics, Markets, Retirement.  It’s a who why “sobering and inspiring” 
harvest from collateralized Them is Us.

Now is here and gifting unaffordable humanity is a successful catastrophe.

“Everything means something with plan and purpose. We can start with something  we can criticize 
later. Stay out of the way of curiosity. Let it run.” Ptery continues,   “Keeping diversity going is the 
‘truth’ of community. Brains are different; how they work  with their histories. When our gate opens 
and closes ideas come and go. When you help things happen comes kindness. Being kind brings 
happiness. Happiness brings unity.
“People are here because of failure. The success is community



“I just want to be me.” 
Trying to Figure Out
“Self-Happiness?” 
Positive Goals

“Success…  
Curious Place and Non-place
All People Matter
It is Saturday. 
His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama
Words to Guide Actions
Living the Agreement — or Not

…but if… 
!!America…Democracy??
Responsibility and the Burden of  Courage
Understanding Community Process

Contents II



“I just want to be me.”
Dean, in hand-written words:

“I lost all.
All.

“I experienced the bottom.
My everyday picture
was homeless, questionable future.

“I had to become flat out honest with myself
…and with others.
I had to earn forgiveness for myself

…and others.
I had to learn the simplicity of life

…to discover, respect and enjoy the kid in me,
…to find beauty in every form,
…to find a passion and earn life.



“The honesty became liberating.
Knowing the consequences came to me,
I had the freedom
to be as irresponsible as I wanted.
I could be anybody I wanted to be.
I could use my middle name.
I could invent a name.
I could be anonymous.

“I was not content with myself.
I wanted to like me for what I was,
with all my faults and perceived faults
and the mistakes that are part of growing up.

“I found out I just wanted to be me.
I want to use my own name
but I’m tired — 
Tired of maintaining my morals and manners
with those without.
It’s taxing me.

“When did caring become a liability?

“I’m tired — 
Tired of giving the benefit of the doubt,
then doubting the benefit.

“When did a loving heart become a disability?” 



Martice agrees,
“If I’m not good in sunshine,
why do I say to the person  
who can’t comprehend,
‘Where do I fit?’

“They don’t care
because they have the power,
bossing me around as if I’m an animal.
It don’t work that way.
I was looking to work;
I wasn’t out in the swamp.
…know what I mean?”



Dean continues,

“Success?”

“Money doesn’t always measure success. 
Insignificant things can sometimes have wonderful value. 
In today’s world of ‘copy,’ unique is…well, unique.

“Success is being able  
to make spontaneous,  
anonymous gifts.” 



Within sky’s immense freedom
acrobatic black dots
climb, dive, glide into nearness.
A pair of courting bald eagles.

It is Saturday.
Without script or intention,
by the wandering path of coincidence
and out of Dignity Village’s organizational chaos
this collection of five Saturdays
records the rebirthing
of a self-governing community by a poverty population.

Self-selected, self-governed,
selfish and selfless, lurching forward
freighted with poverty, hopes of happiness
and the occasionally serendipitous.

Follow the action:
…our nation’s first city-sanctioned
homeless encampment,
…two Danish lady-anthropologists
from University of Copenhagen,
…His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama,
…the Larson Legacy workshops,
…and, of course, the Villagers themselves.



Scott’s outside-inside guided tour
engages a visiting JOIN group’s
questions and curiosities about
Dignity Village, about self-government,
about the Village’s Five Basic Rules,
about street life, cardboard bedding,
dumpster-diving,…and…and…and….

At the greenhouse
the inquiring Danish lady-anthropologists
stow questions and recorder
and dig, divide and tuck into bed
donated strawberry, tomato, cabbage,
squash, cucumber and celery starts.

Bearing gifts of insulation and sheetrock,
volunteers from Home Depot
join carpentry-skilled Villagers
to insulate and sheetrock two village 
homes.



His Holiness  
the 14th Dalai Lama
His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama Environmental Summit
is hosted by Mitripa College.
The Larson Legacy made bus fare, lunch and tickets
to the Dalai Lama’s presentations
available to Villagers.
It is Saturday.

A handful of Villagers
board the 8:45 Tri•Met
arriving Veteran’s Memorial Coliseum
to join the pre-conference enthusiasm  
and confusion.

Connecting between science and faith
are concerned citizens, environmentalists,
journalists, and Buddhists of several flavors,
perhaps 11,000 in total,  
including 11 Villagers.

The Dalai Lama is welcomed,
and welcoming.



“Brothers and sisters,
from our inner garden to the Universe
happy experience is the basis for Unity.
A habit of happiness….love toward all of Creation.

“Tibet is a culture of compassion.

“Compassion, that sense of concern for others
comes not necessarily from a religious person,
you will find the same qualities in all people.
The same opportunity to produce something wonderful.

”Loving kindness is the way for others to be happy.
What we want is unbiased love.
What we want is unbiased compassion.
Increase and nurture these basic values. 

“Unity through kindness”

It is classic Dalai Lama
as are the concerns:

“Nothing easy. Must be some moderation.
We are a social animal.
All neighbors come together,
smile and nice words but inside not happy.
To get happy physically
you must get happy mind.
Ruling class too much exploitation.
So therefor, anger out of a sense of concern.



“A sense of strong self
shows willpower, is very positive.
Worldwide scale must start with individuals.
Individual awareness of ecology,
lots of education.
Combination of desire and compassion
comes from biological factor
we do as individuals.”



Lee Larson, offers  Villagers  
a pair of  off-site  Saturday workshops:

 Words to Guide Actions





Dignity Villagers scrutinizing Dignity Village.
The past examined, the future visited.
Thoughts, phrases, words and
question-and-answer conversations optimized. 
Curiosity. Anticipation. Challenge. Opportunity.

Jan and Lee finesse postings
condensing lists to their essential core.
A Dignity Village vision statement emerges:
Words to guide actions.
Games, laughter 
...and free lunch.





Upholding bylaws,
enforcing rules,
often contentious,
but Village prevailes 
over the errant individual
 — mostly.

“What good do we do
 throwing anybody 
 back on the street?”

How accurate is our listening?
...our core sense of humanity?
How successful our self-governance
in selecting members?



Living the Agreement — or Not
Gather together,

encouraging people 
to speak for themselves.

Honest and open.

Listen with respect, honest and open,
follow through with kindness, caring, fidelity.

Share the stories.  
Walk the talk.

Discuss the temptations.
Discover what I can do with myself.

Collected from diversity
talents join together a random ‘family’ 

creating community
 — mostly.



…but if…



“…if people can’t talk, they can’t think
about our economy, democracy, humanity.
I traveled among intentional communities
in Nevada, Alaska, in Oregon, SquareOne,  
in Seattle, The Jungle.
I was allowed to listen.
I reached a lot of people.
A lot of people who don’t trust our society,
don’t trust its morals and the empowered.
I listened to discouragement.”

Ptery’s words are schooled and street-smart.
I query about Dignity Village.

“I don’t know.
There are lots of different minds,
lots to discover,
appreciate where they’re at.
There are lots of walls between people,
physical walls of abuse, of fighting,
of fairness, of money,
of screaming without listening.

“Look at the sky, the generosity.
Sense the sharing,
Though the culture is selfish,
encourage individuals.

“In concept, sustainable
may be the way to go.
Too much profit enchants,

distracts from community awareness
of basic stuff:
shelter, food, water, caring, sharing, welcome.
In concept this might be the way to go
but our past has made many barriers.
And some don’t see opportunity,
while others won’t embrace change.

“I’m educating myself about activities
that are beneficial to the climate,
that work with nature.
I’m motivated
listening how we’re all connected:
globalized compassion.
Yet ‘they’ aren’t with us
because ‘they’ have a different goal.

“I don’t know…
Influence comes a little at a time
and sometimes sideways,
by appreciating where people are at,
by encouraging individualism
and honoring what we don’t know.
There may not be magic,
but there is mystery.

“It’s hard to figure out
where leadership comes from.
Learn to inspire,
to understand myself and others,
help restore the Earth.” 



“Brains are all different... 
  how they work with their histories.
When our gate opens and closes ideas come and go.
When you help things happen, comes kindness.
 Being kind brings happiness.
  Happiness brings unity… 



“…an ‘American Dream’ where
you wouldn’t have anxiety about health necessities,
you would gain your money by doing stuff you value,
you wouldn’t feel the need to impress,
you would embrace cooperation.
Kids would play in the dirt
learning thinking and building skills,
with encouragement
for curiosity, enthusiasm and imagination.

“Dignity Village is in the right direction,
limited and slowly, but in the right direction.

“I’m leery about jumping back
to mass media frenzies, the greed momentum,

corporation-inspired propaganda,
relentless marketing
and our habit of forgetting about the earth.
I fear losing what I’ve gained:
humility, facility and humanity.
‘Homeless’, for now just feels better.”





III



The origin of the human condition is best explained  
by the natural selection for social interaction —  

the inherited propensities to communicate, to recognize,  
to evaluate, to bond, to cooperate, to compete,  

and from all these the deep warm pleasure  
of belonging to your own special group.

E. O. Wilson in THE MEANING OF HUMAN EXISTENCE 
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KEEP ON,

KEEPING ON…



“I saw a lot.” 
“We seek... 
The My and Our Gardens
10º Fahrenheit
Some Things Never Stop Hurting
What Happens?
The Burden of  Hatred
Depression:
Contemplation
Oil Spill
Thoughtful Activity
‘Bitchin’ Rides’
Fire Marshal, TRI•MET
Called to order Wednesday at 6:02 pm
Outreach, Rule #2
Compost
My Express Opinion
Cash Flow
FaceBook
Our Own Rules
Les Miserables
IR and Removal Notice
Taxes
The Annual Election — 2010
Calling 911.
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Michelle shares  then and there
here and now.

“I saw a lot.”
“I ran away from home
when I was 13
to a string of Catholic homes,
each a short stay, then run away.
Always run away.

“A group home when I was 15.
Promiscuous…Pregnant…a son.
Abusive step-parents.
I don’t know how to put it.

“A lot of poverty?
A lot of struggle?
A lot of attitude?

“…more pregnancies,
…more children.
Welfare. 
What’s the underlying social message?

“I had dreams
about building,
stability,
choices.
I went from welfare
to carpenter’s union  in 9 months.



“…and a good way to live life?
I don’t stress about life. I do life… 

“…desire, opportunity, commitment, discipline.
It’s happening now; possible realities now.

Make it work.



“The Village is a bigger picture,
it’s individuals being community.
It’s a sense of peace,  
purpose and cooperation.
It’s also opportunity for temptations,  
wise or stupid.

“I don’t want to be just a dog sitter,
or sit on my butt watching stupid.
I don’t want to just sit around complaining.
I stress out with politics
so I garden.



“Just being:
Working in construction and building
while having an intimate relationship with nature
contributes to my turmoil.
I feel the turmoil and carry the conflict: trees/lumber…

“…lumber/trees.
On deforested hills
a trickle becomes a stream  becomes a gully
and trees alongside the road are left
to hide the horrific truth!

“Greed with a bull shit sweetener!
Is that how to sustain a civilization?”



I ask Ben about
compromise:

What Happens?
“Compromise?

“…that is exactly what happens
when you get kicked too many times
like we’ve all been kicked.

“It’s way too easy
to make the mistake of getting used to it.
T — Time doesn’t do that.
T — Time does not have a
single
cubic
ounce
of compromise
…nor do I compromise my principles.

“…by the way, there’s no such thing  as a cubic ounce.

“So go fuck yourself
and fuck your compromise too
while you’re at it.
…and remember to use a condom,
you wouldn’t want to get a disease
that’s even worse than
COMPROMI SE .”



Dave S, a returning Villager
confronts

Depression:
“The memory of my mind
is a warning beacon,
the rhythm providing
an odd sort of comfort –
feel everything
yet feeling nothing.

“A roaring silence consumes,
invites surrender.

“I pull the last piece of resistance
from my pocket and light its wick
hoping it will last until dawn.

“The roar of silence wanders away
saddened by my perches of another day.
‘I will be back’, it says…
…hoping for another host.

“I feel a heaviness in my hand,
spread it on the ground,
examine the pieces
of my broken faith.
I can’t bring myself
to throw it away
for even in its broken state
the pieces are beautiful.



“I fold it,
put it in my safest and deepest pocket
and hear the old man in my head:
‘David, you must seek your tools
and repair it.’



“The blinking beacon
reminds me it is time to move on.

“Another thought uncomfortably enters my head
crying softly of its captivity.
‘Not yet,’ I whisper, ‘it’s not safe.’

“Maybe tomorrow.”



Whitefoot, follows his Security Log entry with

A Contemplation
“…And if I go while you’re still here,
know that my spirit still lives on,
vibrating to a different measure,
behind a veil that you cannot see through.

“You will not see me.
So you must have courage
and great faith.

“I will wait for the time
when we can talk and laugh together
as good friends should;
both aware of each other.

“Until then,
live your life to the fullest.
And when you need me,
when you’re tired, lonely and afraid,
remember,
just whisper my name in your heart
and I will be there.”



Dignity VIllage 24/7 Security Log
It is Friday, 1 pm
Welcome  Sharon Seventh-day Adventist Church

Thoughtful Activity
...the new steps DANCE:
Take care of Earth,
 take care of Life
and how about the children
we didn’t invest in…

With joy and spirit  
invest in children
before they acquire
a bunch of dying,
before tragedy strikes.

Build with them a shared vision
of welcome, of home, of safety, of love 
so they may thrive though civilizations struggle.

People cling to belong
to the old divisive, expansive, 
society of external gratifications.
Globalized, the World is suddenly smaller.
We now; each to do fairness.
If them’s who grabs, gets,
greed will divide, will destroy.



Humanity depends on Nature.
Productivity depends on natural resources.
Continuity depends on fit and balance

…empathy, compassion?
…caring, sharing?
…passing on genes mindfully
with respect for all life.

And doesn’t happiness involve wholeness?
…a real sense of purpose?
…thoughtful activity?
with outreach to encourage ‘trustworthy’?
…to nurture a World sense of We?



Dignity VIllage 24/7 Security Log  
It is Tuesday, 8 am. 
Temp 25 and clear.
Melissa and Mike M on duty.

8:50 am
“Rounds. No one doing anything stupid.”

9:15 am
“Rounds. No one doing anything stupid yet.”

9:30 am
“No dead bodies. No one’s killed anyone.”

9:45 am
“Rounds. Very impressed that the Village
went 2 whole hours without doing anything stupid.”

10:00 am
‘“Mike M off duty. Melissa staying on.”
It is Thursday noon.
Dean on duty.

HAPPY THANKSGIVING
1 pm
“Semi-round.
Brad II brings the last available roll of T.P.
to security shack
so that Villagers in need may have use, then return it,
and so no individual takes it all.

The Last Roll, Guys!“

1:30 pm
“semi-round.”

1:45 pm
“Heads-up, Mary and Ruthie. Thanks.”

2:00 pm
“Dean off duty.”



Mandatory Membership Meeting:
Council Elections

16 December 2010, 6:00 pm
at the Commons, Dignity Village.

The Annual Election — 2010
“…he said…she said”
“Yeah, but…”
“…on the other hand…”

For weeks
a voluntary sign-up for candidacy
has been posted at the Security Shack.
The official sign-up sheet.

Tonight the membership elects  
council members
for the coming year.
Opinions have been expressed.
Negatives and positives challenged.
Campaigns and visions finessed.

The Commons is packed.
Christmas lights cheer,
the wood stove warms
and 41 Village members jostle  
to cast their vote:
Privilege and responsibility.
Candidates are reconsidered.

“Handed out ballots  
to all members present
also Whitefoot, on security.”

Ballots marked,
collected,
tallied.
Within the hour results are  
announced:
Jon Boy
Rick
JD
Dave S
Lisa L
Niki
Lisa C



A new council has been elected.

“The new council adjourned  
to the office,
to choose the new  
board members.
They reconvened  
to the Commons
to announce the new board:
Jon Boy, as chairperson,
JD, as vice chair,
Lisa L, as secretary,
Lisa C, as treasurer.

“Meeting adjourned at 9:30 pm”

Tonight,
41 Villagers…
“Of the People,
By the People,
For the People.”

‘ I T  WORKS ’ 
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...face to face with basic realities... 
so like us, so different.  

They get on with living, and,  
although things can go very wrong sometimes, 

for the most part they enjoy that living to the full.

Jane Goodall in THROUGH A WINDOW, MY THIRTY YEARS  
WITH THE CHIMPANZEES OF GOMBE

It is your own choice whether you grow up  
to become human beings,  

or remain on the intellectual level of beasts.

Ludmila Ulitskaya in THE BIG GREEN TENT



Steve Wilson and Friends

American Street Philosophers

Them is Us



Letters to Myselves
“Them is Us”

This Book Thesaurus
Just a Thought
A ‘Quik’ Visit
The Annual Election — 2011
Remembrance of  Steve O’s Life
A Recollection: Tim M
A Recollection: Jim M
The Ride Comes with Story
“Why is What and Who
creative whatevers
Laura’s street books

Web of  Words IV
“You see Officer
“Thoughts are coming
equal rights of  all people
“…in these words
Goodbye from Dignity Village
“...watch the dogs. 
“My friend Ben
Pope Francis
…Sweat Equity Counts…
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“Them is Us”

FACE-to-FACE
and the definition

of is, was…



Tonya’s tutorial for
itinerant literary learning:

This Book Thesaurus
“In the dumpster
I found a paperback called Thesaurus.
It had all these cool words:
nouns, adverbs, adjectives and verbs —  
but no story.

“Cool words but no story.

“I did a story with my words,
then changed my little words to big Thesaurus words.
It makes a story for Thesaurus.
“My story is ‘WTF?’”

don’t be afraid of the ‘F’ word

“3rd person  
singular  present of be.” 
(Oxford  American Dictionary)

..And the meaning of is:   
“what’s what and where’s it at, 
here and now.”

(Roget’s International Thesaurus)



What The Fuck?

Existing alongside contrasting cognition of the com-manage...
Discretionary adaptions  
that are contingent to environmental congruity
need to be contemplatively construed
to try and insinuate consequential amity
or conviction to conciliate conjuncture.

Might! Fatefully effectuate requital or
conceive fortuitous ambiguity.

Incensement led by addlepated conventions
will perpetually be chance.

If we counter change this auspicious conundrum
with infallible tutelage
then will unascertained mentality enhance?

Might! It is then imperative to humanity’s contention
for enraptured pertinent existence.

We must ascend to be ascertainable.
...observance to convivial edification.

We must discombobulate the ascendancy of ‘precedent.’ 



Saturday, February 18, 2012 at 2 pm
in The Commons, Dignity Village.

Remembrance of Steve O’s Life
“Steve O”
(Stephen L. Jarvis)
Born: 28 Nov. 1956
Portland, Oregon

Died: 3 Feb. 2012
Dignity Village,
Portland, Oregon



“Family isn’t always blood.
It’s the people in your life
who want you in theirs;
the ones who accept you  
for who you are.
The ones who would do anything  
to see you smile
and who love you,
no matter what.”

It was a gathering together
of blood family and Villagers,
creating years of shared memories from a quiet life
tragically ending in alcoholic self-destruction.

Two friends who had known Steve from his birth
recounted heart kindness, fairness and strong work ethics.
The mother of Steve’s children spoke, siblings spoke. in-laws spoke,
children, grand children, grade school buddies, high school mates,
each offered a shared and joyful ‘Steve moment’…and honesty:

“Lost touch…no word…and we lived just across the river,
not twenty miles away.”

“I would give anything for the moment to tell him,
‘Dad, I love you.’”

“We hadn’t seen him for years...time just passed.”
“…for more than a decade, hadn’t heard, didn’t know.”



Twenty of so Villagers
whose friendships with Steve O
were shy a couple weeks of two years
contributed their painful, tearful reflections.

For Dave S this death reignites his own past.
unites his death with Steve O’s.
“I told Steve O several times,
‘you’re losing Life to alcohol.’

“Steve O’s death is motivating me.
I don’t want to go down like that.
Unsupported, unloved. I couldn’t blame Life.

“That people can feel that lonely, that isolated,
says something that is difficult to hear.
Alcohol’s couple hours of comfort,
its shallow mask of relief…
…even a ‘functional alcoholic’
energy zapped, love and trust betrayed.
The difficulties. But I can succeed.

“It is the sense that I have a lot to offer the world.
The ‘end-program-button’ is not an option.
Steve O reminds me,
keeps me from committing to that awful end.
Pain that just swallows you,
makes you wonder, when will sparks get you?
I get really, really low.”
BUT…



The Ride Comes with Story
“You meet the nicest people on the bus.
It’s the truth — but that’s not all.

“It doesn’t matter about how nice they are
or why there’s even a bus.
What matters
is that YOU are not behind the wheel
stuck to your cell phone,
or your extremely dull repetitive
agonizing tortuous simple thoughts,
or the distracting ambient hum-jumble
of perpetual unsolvables.

“And it doesn’t even need to be a bus.
It could be any transpo,
any, as long as YOU aren’t driving.

“Driving enslaves.
Passengerism liberates.

“Under the sort of unwritten code of the West,
except on Mount Hood
where it’s the code of the mountain,
you see someone who needs help
and you help.
I think ‘humanity’ is a word that applies here.”

…with Ben it happens. 



“A guy picked me up
thumbing down from Government Camp.
He was 81 in ’09, be 89 now, 25 years my senior.
Obviously never smoked.
You can’t be an 81 year-old ski bum and smoke.

“He was a German. 
Anton Schmidt, the only WW II vet
I’ve ever talked to
and he was on the ‘other’ side.
By 1945 the German army
was taking anyone with a pulse
and they conscripted Anton Schmidt, age fourteen
and his dad, age 45.

“Anton was in a mountain division
which is how he learned to ski.
(Give them Nazi-ass bastards credit — 
they gave Anton skiing lessons!)

“In the spring of 1945 Adolph H. suicides himself,
so Anton’s military career will be brief.

“Anton’s war experience is miraculous:
he comes off the mountain, on skis,
to get his next assignment.
He is told orders aren’t ready yet;
go home for the weekend
and report for duty on Monday morning.



“He follows orders. And when he gets home,
damn if his dad isn’t there — 
some back-wood town in the Bavarian Alps.
…and here is where this story gets unbelievable screwy
and why I’m telling it to you.

“The British army captures his town that very weekend
and his war, all sixty days of it, is over.

“His whole family made it through
that debacle completely unscathed.
He said he never sheds a tear
for old Adolph, political psychos,
slippery money,
or national fascism.

“His name wasn’t really Anton Schmidt,
but I know who he really is.
The dude was an engineer.
Did some of the work on the Fremont bridge…
our bridge, our old sleep-under bridge.
“Be seeing you…
…then tell me your story.”



 Why is What and Who



When is
Then?

Now is Why
When Who is Where

How is What?



Why is Here
and Now

Who is Where 
and Then What



and How and Where
 and Who and Why
  and What and When?



“If tomorrow is…”

“Maybe tomorrow.”





September 2014
Dave S father’s garage
2nd floor workshop.
Dave’s new living/ 
working space
overflowing with  
creative whatevers,  
organizational attempts…

…drawings in pads,  
words in books
and words on wood,
Notes of thoughts
on rocks and beads,
creative whatevers
…and a laptop.



“Laura’s
STREET BOOKS
bicycle library
storage shelves



Web of Words IV
Tom S

Dregs pattern the bottom of emptied cups. 
A bowl of dead meat soup with vegetables, 
this what-where opens the story 

“...becomes the whimsical, capricious and untoward yet 
promising array sometimes hooking imagination, sometimes 
generating alternative facts. We won’t be too-too about just 
where this happens — we are provided with the “stuff” which 
comes upon the screen of our...what?...our “inward” seeming 
apprehension or awareness. This is the “stuff” ordered by 
various conscious, perhaps also unconscious faculties or 
powers of ordering sometimes called understanding, powers 
continuously propagated by reason. As far as I can tell it is 
purely accidental that this “stuff” should turn out to be orderable 
by the rules of order we happen to impose.



These rules only vouch for themselves in 
successful negotiation with the “stuff” 
(inscrutable ambassador from ‘elsewhere’) — and 

success constitutes for us our world, for the most part 
a structure of our expectations. 

That we slip up in these negotiations, falling into delusion 
and error, is proof of chancy connections between our 
own distinct faculties of awareness and the ineffable 
Otherness from which we have negotiated our modestly 
reliable living room.



Sometimes the very terms by which we mostly explain 
ourselves and our world converge to an impasse 
and — caught in the weakness of our expressive 

powers, jam up against the limits of our knowledge. We 
are at last overcome by poetry or superstition. The human 
mind, however, is a web of words and really we cannot 
distinguish between an impasse in our terminology and an 
outrage to our experience.



Might: the moment the soul imagines that it 
might linger on the moment of freedom and 
not pitch forward into the indeterminacy 

of finding itself again — that is the moment of 
superstition, the bulwark against loss, the death of the 
soul to save the life that was.”

“ Leaving the cause — 
I heard you hanged yourself.
No noose can choke off what’s already done.
Just stepping off your self-constructed shelf
did scarcely break the fall that you’ve begun.
You think there’s mastery in stopping short?
But…if you interrupt the chargéd scroll
Of punishments, its outcomes don’t abort.
You haven’t captained all to your control.

“Nope! It’s just a trick. You think that we
can snub the leash of life against our neck
and hide, in private deaths, the scree — 
the never-acted shards of personal wreck?
 Ah, don’t we leave what’s left to do because…
 We fail to get some golden-leaved applause?

“ the ‘merely players’ have no exits: only entrances.”



“You see Officer, I never expected to be prosecuted for drinking
a beer on the way down, cuz I didn’t think I’d be around that long.”

“I see your point. If I was going to jump off the bridge, I’d want a beer
on the way down too. But it’s still against the law,
and I’m going to have to give you a ticket.”



Ben reviews, “I had finding a bathroom anxiety, riding a bus anxiety, 
finding a place to sleep anxiety, getting a seat anxiety, wet feet anxiety. 
Most mental health professionals confirm that depression and anxiety go 
hand in hand. Some would agree that with serious long-term depression, 
psychosis is just around the corner...or was it the last corner?

“I don’t understand that stuff. What I do know is that things get pretty 
weird.

“Even in reduced circumstances you hear folks getting all high and 
mighty leading me to the inescapable conclusion that one of 
our most basic social wants is the desire to feel superior.

FEEL SUPERIOR TO ME
FOR FIVE MINUTES….35 CENTS

ALL DAY PASS……..$3.00
“It’s the only sign I ever flew,
for about ten minutes.
Lots of laughs,
no money.

“On the sidewalk at the Chinese food joint I found a key-
chain. It looked memory-laden.  Expensive like. With 
a friend’s help and Craigslist lost and found I managed 

to get it back to the rightful 
owner. I feel like I’m ready to 
go hand in my second class 
citizen ID and ask for  
a regular one.

“Thoughts are coming.  
We have Gandhi  as a cooking show guest  but he keeps grabbing little bits of 
food and the chef slaps his hand. Gandhi says,  ‘Sorry, just coming off hunger 
strike.’ At the end, a long  elegantly appointed table, but stuff is missing from 
every plate…”



“...the wild idea 
that real equality means equal access 
to the basics for creating a dignified life.

A few things
becoming larger
from their smallness

create 
the sustainable equality  
we want with our world:

 Sharing,
  Caring,
   Kindness, 
    Love.

No more meaningful
story is happening 

about what was,
about what is.



“...in the hot and stormy future we have  
already made inevitable through our past emissions;  
an unshakable belief in the equal rights of all people 
and a capacity for deep compassion will be the only things 
standing between civilization and barbarism.” 

Naomi Klein in THIS  CHANGES EVERYTHING  





“...seeing their faces and listening to their stories
which lead to action, to participation, to commitment
...an expression of our compelling need to live as one.

“Let us remember the Golden Rule:
‘Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.’

“...I do not underestimate the difficulty that this involves.”

Pope Francis’ speech

to the United States Congress

September 24th, 2015

Pope Francis
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The creation of groups from personal and intimate mutual knowledge  
was the unique  achievement of humanity.

Social intelligence enhanced by group selection made Homo sapiens  
the first fully dominant species in Earth’s history.

E. O. Wilson in THE MEANING OF HUMAN EXISTENCE
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Mitch’s Frugal Innovation
An introductory letter
Dignity Village Intake Packet
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 — to understand and respond — 
Creative — Attitude — Community
Hello, WELCOME
Some Helpful Background
“So Much of  Life”
…a lot of  stuff  to ponder
American Street Philosophers
“…comes the truth.”
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Life is always choices…



Not by default.
Choice is decision.
Occupy opportunity.
Happen your communities.



SOCIAL ASPECTS

physical aspects

social ownership

residents want to protect

self-management

a place to be

physical aspects
social aspectssocial ownership

self-management
residents want to protect



physical aspects
social aspectssocial ownership

self-management
residents want to protect



“I want you to be you.
Have you figured out what that is?”

”United by Spirit, Bonded by Name”

Benson Technical  
High School
Friday morning Amy and Tim took the Tech-Geo class to 
Dignity Village so they could understand how the structure 
they are building will be used and to also visit the occupants of 
the Village. The students also got to meet Melissa who will be 
living in the structure they are building. 





An introductory letter
We are glad that you are here and we want the time that you spend here to be as pleas-
ant, comfortable, and productive as possible. This is a community based on love and re-
spect, for others and us. We try, as much as possible, to keep the “rules” to a minimum, 
trusting that people that share the Village will use common sense and basic courtesy 
in relating to others. We have five basic rules that we have establish as fundamental to 
the survival and success of the Village

1. No violence to yourselves or others.
2. No theft.
3. No alcohol, illegal drugs or drug paraphernalia on the site or within a one-block 

radius.
4. No constant disruptive behavior.
5. Everyone must contribute to the operation and maintenance of the Village. 

(Total 10 hours per week unless in school or show proof of employment.)



There are other 
rules, of course,
 but five are the basis for the others 
and will be firmly enforced. Violation 
of these can result in permanent re-
moval from the Village.

We are a membership based, 501 
(c) (3), non-profit community orga-
nization. Each member of the Village 
has a vote and is encouraged to par-
ticipate in the self-governance that 
is the cornerstone of the Village. The 
membership as a whole elects a Village 
Council whose responsibility is to make 
decisions relating the business issues 
of Dignity Village Inc.

The Board of Directors consists of 
Chairperson, Vice Chairperson, Sec-
retary, and Treasure, as well as oth-
er members of the Council. We may 
elect not less than 3 or more than 25 
Councilors to serve a one-year term. 
The Board offices are elected by the 
rest of the Village Council (or Board). 
Village Council, membership, and var-
ious committee meetings are open to 
the public and anyone not removed for 
rule violation is welcome. All Villages 
are encouraged to attend. Membership 
meetings held on the first Tuesday of 
the month at 18:00 (6:00 pm) are man-
datory.

Most of the Villagers have their 
own stoves. You may cook on the wood 
stove in the common area or use Vil-

common area. A current bus schedule 
is on the wall to the right as you come 
into the common area and at the guard 
shack. Mail is picked up daily by a des-
ignated individual.

1. Some of the rules that apply to the 
office are as follows:

2. No yelling, or profanity in the office. 
People are making calls to family, 
jobs, courts, doctors, etc. and loud 
or obscene talk in the background is 
inappropriate.

3. Phone calls are limited to 10 min-
utes unless it is Village business or 
special arrangement has been made.

4. Computer time is limited to 45 
min. per person except on approved 
Village business.

5. Please clean up after yourself.

Violations of these rules may result in 
restrictions of the office use being im-
posed. If you need help setting up an 
e-mail or need help with the comput-
ers, ask the Office Manager for assis-
tance. Do not download anything from 
computers without the help of the Of-
fice Manager. Do not open any e-mail 
from someone you do not know. This 
can infect the computer with a virus.

Port-a-let (toilets) are by the 
mail gate. They are serviced Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday.

The Shower building is across from 
the office up the ramp (along with the 
gray water disposal and dish-washing 
station at this time) An on-demand 

lage Bar-b-cues. Everyone is expected 
to clean up after him or herself. Dona-
tions come into the Village on a regu-
lar basis. The Donations Coordinator 
handles donations and all donations 
coming into the Village must be logged 
in and recorded for tax purposes and 
the proper receipts issued before ANY 
items can be distributed. It is the re-
sponsibility of the Donation Coordi-
nator to see that items are distribut-
ed in a fair and equitable manner (i.e. 
Members first, than residents, guests, 
and outreach). Clothing, food, and 
miscellaneous items are put on the 
donation tables. High demand (or “big 
Ticket”) items must be signed for and 
are available at the donation structure 
during normal hours. It is not the in-
tention nor the responsibility of Digni-
ty Village to provide each Villager with 
everything needed to live here. We 
encourage you to go down to Life Cen-
ter, work for a couple of hours, and get 
what you need. You can leave your re-
quests with the Donation Coordinator, 
and if it is something we accept, she or 
he will let you know when it comes in.

The office is located directly in 
front of the main gates. In the office 
there are computers, telephone, fax 
machine (local only) and message 
board. Phone messages are posted on 
the board. Notifications of meetings 
and all official Village notices are on the 
council chamber message board locat-
ed on the council chamber door in the 

propane water heater heats the water. 
We have a limit of 20 minutes for the 
showers. Please pick up and wash out 
the shower when you are done. Guests 
for outreach may shower from 10:00 
am to 4:00 pm and 8:00 pm to 10:00 pm.

There are people in the Village who 
work different hours and not everyone 
follows the same schedule. Because 
of this we have a “quiet hours” policy 
from 10:00 pm to 10:00 am. This does 
not mean that you are not allowed to 
speak in a normal tone or use a radio or 
TV. It means that you must KEEP THE 
NOISE LEVEL DOWN during these 
hours. Repeated violations of this rule 
constitutes constant disruptive behav-
ior and will result in disciplinary action 
before the Village Council.

Exception is, of course, con-
struction. Construction may begin at 
8:00 am.

It is the responsibility of Securi-
ty to maintain the peace and safety of 
the Village. If a situation arises that 
requires intervention by security, do 
not interfere or get involved unless 
Security personnel on duty request as-
sistance. You are to allow Security and 
Board Officers to deal with the  police. 
Remain polite and do as they ask in a 
timely manner. 

This introduction is intended to 
answer some basic questions and to lay 
down certain guidelines for residency 
in Dignity Village.





“Sharing is a ‘truth’ of humanity.” 



Who we are



“Because we trust each other.” 



“I see me becoming my self.”



“I don’t talk,
unless I say something.”



“Frustration

gives me the opportunity 

to find the solution.”



“Clarity decides.”



“What 
    we  
  need, 



“…what we are
ultimately

groping
toward,



“...is the sensitivity required

  to understand and respond

   to the psychic energies

    deep in the very structure 

     of reality itself.”

Thomas Berry  
Dreamer of the Earth





“So much of life is hidden
between the worlds of
denial and desire,
fantasy and 

hopefulness.”





  C
REATIVE — ATTITUDE — COMMUNITY





“Equality is the work of freedom. ”  





“Diversity  is the ‘truth’ of community. ”  







 

“I do not feel obligated to believe that 
the same God who has endowed us with 
sense, reasons, and intellect has intended 
us to forgo their use.”

—Galileo Gallilei

If Nature is God’s conversation,  
   What is your reply?







HELLO,

You, your  family, your friends, 
your co-workers, your clubs and churches
and community leaders, cities, most major towns…
if necessary with a sleep-over. 
No reservations necessary.  
No registration required, WELCOME



D. Harvey
University of California Press, 2000
Spaces of Hope

D. Lewenthal
Cambridge University Press, 1985
The Past is a Foreign Country

J. Miller
Harvard University Press, 1994
Democracy is in the Streets

D. Mitchell
Guilford Press, 2003
The Right to the City:
Social Justice and the Fight
for Public Space

J. Spradley
Little Brown, 1970
You Owe Yourself a Drunk:
An Ethnography of Urban Nomads

Ian C. MacMillan & James D. Thompson
Wharton Digital Press, 2013
The Social Entrepreneur’s Playbook
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Rocky, Rick, Ruthie, Melissa and Martice, 

Tonya, Tom, Laura, Ben, Ptery and extremely Dave, 
...quite a lot of stuff to ponder and meditate upon.

   To wrap, we need focus:

First, what wonderful faces! Definitely up close to the human condition without gloss, glamour, 
ornamentation, or pretense. What we look like when we’re really up against it. Not just a sudden setback, 
but in a big way and for the long haul...through our own fault or through the workings of a society that can 
be incredibly unfair, uncaring, even cruel. And, often, how tough and resilient we are in coping even at the 
bleakest level.

Second, how quite a number of these folks recognize the extent their own flaws have helped to bring about 
our own grim condition.

Third, comprehensive, damning, and accurate indictment of inequality, inequity and our society’s ‘values’ 
informs and educates American Street Philosophers. 

“Why is our society plagued by wishful thinking,  
by short-sightedness and  by insatiable greed?” 

                                     “Wear out your shoes:
resposibility,  equality, education,
caring, sharing, courage;

 then comes: 
compassion, humanity,  
kindness, understanding 
and creative attitude communities.”



We hopped a boxcar on the southbound freight...going miles, doing curiosity. More adventure than transportation. Back home, a week later, 
I overheard, “They’re not bums and hobos they’re gentlemen-of-the-road.” He was seven. Now he’s a g’v’ment man with title, lab and a couple 
university degrees - curious, thoughtful and caring.

Thanks to street philosophers, ‘upper-class homeless’, Dignity Villagers welcoming  tomorrow’s outsourced, downsized, foreclosed, evicted 
newbies.  For welcoming first nighters thankful for dumpster left-overs, for smiles gifted with that first spontaneous help-money. Appreciation 
and thanks for hanging on and for sharing your little and not much.

...the “just hanging on” standing in food lines,
working the dumpsters,
wives peeing behind bushes,
kids sleeping under bridges.

the “little and not much” energized to build their own villages 
in our own cities
with their own hands.

Thanks for recycle lumber and straightened nails and Walt’s birdhouses made from Tiny House lumber scraps recycled from contractor-builder 
trims—three recycles away from tree farm or forest. Welcome songbirds to Walt’s houses, egrets to the slough, crows on the field, geese in the 
sky, gulls above the river, diversity and neighborhood and family and welcome to Eugene’s OpportUNITY village and Square One, Olympia’s 
Quixote, Seattle’s, Abbotsford’s, Spokane’s, Bellingham’s, Denver’s, Dallas, Phoenix and the many ‘elsewheres of rising equality’.

Hello again trains and buses, streetcars and airplanes—and having a ticket. To teaching and learning and kindness. To innovative self-govern-
ing,and the bike trailer built from a crutch and golf cart and Tonya’s story for Thesaurus. For smiles and nods and looking in the eye, knowing 
and not knowing, memories and forgetting, friendships and privacy, time or no time and “Old Time Is No Crime.” 

Welcome couchsurfing musicians crafting yesterday’s stories today for tomorrow’s chapters of us...poetry as performance and videos in the 
Village Commons with wood stove heat thanks to Ed K’s  firewood crew. Welcome conversation and caring, friendship and sharing and the 
Five Basic Rules.

AFTERWORDS



Hello to responsibility and generosity, inspiration and involvement. Thanks Lee for belief, for Larson Legacy support of Dignity Village again 
and again, and yet again: Lee’s momentous commitment, expectation, frustration, love and disappointment. Thanks to Marc L and to Oregon’s 
Supreme Court and the City of Portland,  Sally Erickson and JOIN’s Mark J and Katie...to ‘Annie Haul’ and donations. To Jack and Ibrahim, 
Shakedown Street, “Four Amigos” and Tim and Shorty, both Laura’s, Jon-Boy, Whitefoot, Tami, Sharif and Martice. 

Thanks to Jason and Leslie, to Tom O and Aaron, Ilze, Lee and Fred Sears, Dorothy and Tom S’s late night thoughts. To F-3’s, Provia, Panda 
Labs, Jackson, Bruce and Holly’s E-6 cardboard mounts. To T&C Photo and Tim’s ready in an hour. Thanks for Toyota R 22s and 32 mpg - high 
fives with Rob and Ray, Allen and Joe at Island Center Auto...and Ann’s gourmet-garden, one-burner feasts; New Season’s ‘Delivery Diesel 
Dennis’ mostly organic, nearly fresh Friday fruits and veggies and Central Market’s Gabriele: medium soup, seaweed salad, almond milk, ice 
cream, bananas.and blueberries...and Greg Keyes MD: cardio-cholesterol exercise health-care crew and Mark Fisher’s  “sweat-equity- counts” 
crew and Nina, Dmitry, Dave, Matt, Kevin and Ann for reads with occasional,.. With love and appreciation beyond measure for my kids, their 
mom, grandkids, spouses and partners, and Molly wielding the editorial pencil our mother skillfully wielded on our behalf for 40 years: 

“Omit unnecessary words.”

Welcome to street librarian Laura’s ‘helpful words’ STREET BOOKS bicycle-library and Street Roots’ vendor/columnist  Big John in Texas. 
Thanks to Jeana/Donna, Melissa, Mary, Tonya, Ben, both Cindy and Randy, Tim and Jim, both Mike’s, Mitch and Debbie, Niki and Beckie, 
Angela, Dean, Gary. Sheri and Walt, Liz and both Lisa’s...Pat and TC. JD and Ruthie. Caryn, Jessica, Paul. Ed’s both G and K,. Ken’s S and M, 
Chris and Oscar and Elsie. Shannon and Jay, Sharon. Richard and the three Steve’s, both Larry’s and Joe and Bob, Savanna, Sue, David and 
the three Dave’s, Allen, Gina, Louie, Susan, Dennis, Jennifer, Jen, both Brad’s, P and G, Ishmael, Ptery, Carel, Danny. Stan and Scott, Marci, 
Darryl, Tracey, Rick, Chuck, Dread, Glenn and Kamela. Thanks Rocky and Kevin, Austin, Justin, Dustin, Reg, Mark, Sean and Shawn and Rich 
and Rick, Sandora, Dylan, Eileen, Bobby, Sam, Kimberly, Amanda, Josh, Nancy, both Brian’s, Nate, Monica, Brandy, Brady, Chris, James, Ray, 
both Margaret’s, Thom, Tumbleweed, Maryellen, Paula, Teenya, Dirk, Jeff, Betty Jo, Heather, Karen

…and Godspeed Gaye and  Fred and Steve ‘O.

Steve Wilson  
Portland, Oregon 2007




